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Related Materials:

Papers, documents and photographs relating to Abe Burrows can be found in the Abe Burrows Collection, *T-MSS 2000-066, The Billy Rose Theatre Division.

Creator History

Abe Burrows (1910-1985) was a playwright, director and radio personality. Born in New York City, he began in radio as a writer for shows such as Texaco Star Theatre, Duffy's Tavern, and the Joan Davis Show. He hosted two of his own radio shows, The Abe Burrows Show (CBS, 1946-47) and Breakfast with Burrows (CBS, 1949). He often appeared as a guest on television shows such as PM East and the Dinah Shore Show.

Burrows started his entertainment career by performing satirical songs at Hollywood parties. These songs became the basis for his radio shows, where he would perform them along with witty commentary about the issues of the day. After radio, he became a prominent Broadway director. He also wrote the books for many successful shows, including Guys and Dolls and How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying.

Custodial History

The sound recordings in this collection were separated from the Billy Rose Theatre Division.

Scope and Content Note

This collection contains recordings of the complete runs of both The Abe Burrows Show and Breakfast with Burrows. There are also recordings of many of the numerous guest appearances Burrows made on other radio and television programs such as the Bing Crosby Show and shows for which he was writer, such as the Philip Morris Holiday Show. In addition, there are home and private recordings of the Burrows family and 2 unproduced musicals: Jacobowsky, Tango Mogador and Poilu.

Arrangement: The collection is divided into 7 series: I. The Abe Burrows Show II. Breakfast with Burrows III. Other radio shows IV. Television programs V. Other Burrows material VI. Musicals VII. Miscellaneous
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Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) 1947-48

The complete run of Abe Burrows' first radio show in which he was host.

The shows are arranged chronologically.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) July 9, 1947
*LTC 9189 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono.)
Tokyo Rose
Girl with the three blue eyes
Show boat. Ol' man river
Waukeshaw Natural Bridge
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
DeLugg, Milton
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Milton DeLugg Quartet


Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) July 26, 1947
*LTC 9181 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Tokyo Rose
Girl with the three blue eyes
Showboat. Ol' man river; arr
Waukeshaw Natural Bridge
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
DeLugg, Milton
Kern, Jerome
Milton DeLugg Quartet


Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) August 2, 1947
*LTC 9181 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Hello type song
Rock and The Rose
Waltzes, piano, op. 64. No. 1; arr
Boulder Dam
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
DeLugg, Milton
Chopin, Frederic, 1810-1849
Milton DeLugg Quartet

Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Minute Waltz" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted. Contents: Hello type song / Abe Burrows -- Rock and the rose / Abe Burrows -- Waltzes, piano, op. 64. No. 1; arr / Frederic Chopin -- Boulder Dam / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) August 9, 1947
*LTC 9181 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
I'm not sick of you
Heinz the Huntsman
Skazka o tsare Saltane. Nu, teper, moi shmel; arr
Pansy
In My Garden
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
DeLugg, Milton
Rimsky-Korsakov, Nikolay, 1844-1908
Milton DeLugg Quartet


Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) August 16, 1947
*LTC 9181 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
You're playing ping-pong with my heart
I'm goin' back east to the west
Medley: It ain't necesarily so ; I got rhythm
Herman the harp
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Maxwell, Robert, 1921-
DeLugg, Milton
Gershwin, George, 1898-1937
Milton DeLugg Quartet

Robert Maxwell, harp; Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. Access to original items restricted. Contents: You're playing ping-pong with my heart / Abe Burrows -- I'm goin' back east to the west / Abe Burrows -- Medley: It ain't necesarily so ; I got rhythm / George Gershwin -- Herman the harp / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) August 23, 1947
*LTC 9181 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
You ate up a hunk of my heart
Bloop bleep
Tallahassee
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Loesser, Frank, 1910-1969
Milton DeLugg Quartet

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) August 30, 1947
*LTC 9181 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) September 6, 1947
*LTC 9182 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) September 13, 1947
*LTC 9182 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) September 20, 1947
*LTC 9182 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) September 27, 1947
*LTC 9182 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) October 4, 1947
*LTC 9182 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) October 11, 1947
*LTC 9182 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) (cont.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) October 18, 1947
*LTC 9183 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Midnight poker gameOpen RoadTiko-tikoBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, Milton
DeLugg Quartet

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) October 21, 1947
*LTC 9198
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985Whiting, MargaretDeLugg, MiltonAdler, LarryLeMond, BobMilton
DeLugg Quartet
Performers: Abe Burrows, Margaret Whiting, singers ; Milton DeLugg and his quartet and orchestra ; Larry Adler, harmonica ; Bob LeMond, announcer. "Audition" -- On container. Access to original items restricted.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) October 25, 1947
*LTC 9198

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) November 1, 1947
*LTC 9198 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Give me a kissEffieWestern type songCaravanBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Caravan" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.Contents: Give me a kiss / Abe Burrows -- Effie / Abe Burrows -- Caravan -- Western type song / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) November 8, 1947
*LTC 9198 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Girl with the three blue eyesKeep SingingEverything I've got belongs to youIn a Little Spanish TownBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "In a little Spanish town" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.Contents: Girl with the three blue eyes / Abe Burrows -- Everything I've got belongs to you -- In a little spanish town -- Keep singing / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) November 15, 1947
*LTC 9198 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) November 22, 1947
*LTC 9198 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Why should I laughRock and The RoseChapenequesBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) (cont.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) November 29, 1947
*LTC 9184 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Little Dutch songAct, little movie star, act / The Man I Love / Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Milton Gershwin, George / Milton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "The man I love" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: Little Dutch song / Abe Burrows -- Act, little movie star, act / Abe Burrows -- The man I love / George Gershwin.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) December 6, 1947
*LTC 9184 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
After Mexican song / Waltzes, piano, op. 64. No. 1; arr / Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Minute waltz" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: After / Abe Burrows -- Mexican song / Abe Burrows -- Waltzes, piano, op. 64. No. 1; arr / Frederic Chopin.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) December 13, 1947
*LTC 9184 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
This Must Be Love / Pass the Peace Pipe / Low down blues / Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Pass the peace pipe" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: This must be love / Abe Burrows -- Pass the peace pipe / Hugh Martin -- Low down blues / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) December 20, 1947
*LTC 9184 (3 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono.)
Sweet Memories / Smile / Christmas medley: O little town of Bethlehem ; Deck the halls / Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. Christmas carols arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: Sweet memories / Abe Burrows -- Christmas medley: O little town of Bethlehem ; Deck the halls / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) December 27, 1947
*LTC 9184 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Let's Say We're Sorry! / Jingle Bells / Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Jingle bells" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Includes a "Friendly Philosopher" skit. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: Let's say we're sorry / Abe Burrows -- Jingle bells -- If / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) January 3, 1948
*LTC 9184
It's getting late / Sea Chanty / Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Contents: It's getting late / Abe Burrows -- Sea chanty / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) January 10, 1948
*LTC 9185 (6 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Milton DeLugg, accordian, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Bim Bam Boom" arranged by DeLugg. Access to original items restricted.
Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) January 17, 1948
*LTC 9185 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Ron, ron, ronWaukeshaw Natural BridgeTake me out to the Ball GameBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Broadcast from Philadelphia. Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Take me out to the ball game" arranged by DeLugg. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: Ron, ron, ron / Abe Burrows -- Take me out to the ball game / Waukeshaw natural bridge / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) January 24, 1948
*LTC 9185 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
You Taught MeI'm goin' back east to the westFour leaf cloverBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Four leaf clover" arranged by DeLugg. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: You taught me / Abe Burrows -- Four leaf clover -- I'm goin' back east to the west / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) January 31, 1948
*LTC 9185 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
If I can only get away from youPapa, Won't You Dance with Me?Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonStyne, JuleMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Papa won't you dance with me" arranged by DeLugg. Includes spoofs of commercial jingles. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: If I can only get away from you / Abe Burrows -- Papa, won't you dance with me? / Jule Styne.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) February 7, 1948
*LTC 9185 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Stationary type songI'll Cherish TheeMy Blue HeavenBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "My blue heaven" arranged by DeLugg. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: Stationary type song / Abe Burrows -- My blue heaven -- I'll cherish thee / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) February 14, 1948
*LTC 9185 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
What will I sayGood news. Best things in life are freeLow down bluesBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonHenderson, RayMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Best things in life are free" arranged by DeLugg. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: What will I say / Abe Burrows -- Good news. Best things in life are free / Ray Henderson -- Low down blues / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) February 21, 1948
*LTC 9186 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
George WashingtonWhy can't you find a jobCamptown RacesBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonFoster, Stephen Collins, 1826-1864Milton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Camptown races" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: George Washington / Abe Burrows -- Why can't you find a job / Camptown races / Stephen Collins Foster.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) February 28, 1948
*LTC 9186 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
You ate up a hunk of my heartGaiane. Tanets s sabliamiJose SimbaBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonKhachaturi_a_n, Aram, 1903-1978Milton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. Khachaturian's "Saber dance" arranged by DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.
Contents: You ate up a hunk of my heart / Abe Burrows -- Gaiane. Tanets s sabliami / Aram Ilich Khachaturian -- Jose Simba / Abe Burrows.
Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) (cont.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) March 6, 1948
*LTC 9186 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Help, policeWings over MarsBoulder DamBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, Milton
DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. Access to original items
restricted.Contents: Help, police / Abe Burrows -- Wings over Mars / Milton DeLugg -- Boulder
Dam / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) March 13, 1948
*LTC 9186 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
I'm just sickPansy In My GardenDickey bird songBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg,
MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Dickey bird song" arranged by
DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.Contents: I'm just sick / Abe
Burrows -- Dickey bird song -- Pansy in my garden / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) March 20, 1948
*LTC 9186 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Give me a man who's a manHello springtimeCumanaBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg,
MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Cumana" arranged by DeLugg for
the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.Contents: Give me a man who's a man / Abe
Burrows -- Cumana -- Hello springtime / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) March 27, 1948
*LTC 9186 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
If I was head of the AcademyGirl in the Easter paradeLoveEnglishmanBye, bye,
blackbirdBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Bye, bye, blackbird" arranged by
DeLugg for the Quartet. Access to original items restricted.Contents: If I was head of the
Academy / Abe Burrows -- Bye, bye, blackbird -- Girl in the Easter parade / Abe Burrows --
Love / Abe Burrows -- Englishman / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) April 3, 1948
*LTC 9187 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Hula maidenThat train's goin' southContinentalBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, Milton
DeLugg Quartet
maiden / Abe Burrows -- Continental -- That train's goin' south / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) April 10, 1948
*LTC 9187 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Bela LugosiDon't you love me anymoreBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg
Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. Access to original items restricted.Contents: Bela Lugosi / Abe
Burrows -- Don't you love me anymore / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) April 17, 1948
*LTC 9187 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Uggle, muggleMy HeartOpen RoadMary LouBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, Milton
DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Mary Lou" arranged by DeLugg.
Access to original items restricted.Contents: Uggle, muggle / Abe Burrows -- Mary Lou -- My
heart / Abe Burrows -- Open road / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) April 24, 1948
*LTC 9187 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Mr. MoonBrooklynLondon Bridge is falling downBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, Milton
DeLugg Quartet
Bridge is falling down -- Brooklyn / Abe Burrows.
Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) (cont.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) May 1, 1948
*LTC 9187 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
EffieLos AngelesOye negraBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) May 8, 1948
*LTC 9187 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Gypsy's ViolinVote for meAfterMissouri WaltzBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Missouri Waltz" arranged by DeLugg. Access to original items restricted.Contents: Gypsy's violin / Abe Burrows -- Missouri waltz -- Vote for me / Abe Burrows -- After / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) May 15, 1948
*LTC 9188 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
My girl is crazy 'bout meMaytimeCariocaBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Carioca" arranged by DeLugg. Access to original items restricted.Contents: My girl is crazy 'bout me / Abe Burrows -- Carioca -- Maytime / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) May 22, 1948
*LTC 9188 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Sweet MemoriesPurple phantomBaby FaceBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) May 29, 1948
*LTC 9188
*LT 9198 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
BabyHello type songBim bam boomBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) June 5, 1948
*LTC 9188 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
This Must Be LoveDizzy FingersBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Dizzy fingers" arranged by DeLugg. Access to original items restricted.Contents: This must be love / Abe Burrows -- Dizzy Fingers.

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) June 12, 1948
*LTC 9188 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) June 19, 1948
*LTC 9188 (4 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) (cont.)

Abe Burrows Show (Radio program) June 26, 1948
*LTC 9188 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
All of MeKeep SingingGirl with the three blue eyesOye negraBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMilton DeLugg Quartet
Milton DeLugg, accordion, with the Milton DeLugg Quartet. "Oye negra" arranged by DeLugg. Contents: All of me / Abe Burrows -- Oye negra -- Keep singing / Abe Burrows -- Girl with the three blue eyes / Abe Burrows.

Breakfast with Burrows (Radio program) 1949

Abe Burrows' second show, which despite its name, aired at night. ("He got up late.")

The shows are arranged chronologically.

Breakfast with Burrows (Radio program) July 4, 1949
*LTC 9178
Barnes, Binnie, 1905-Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMirandy, DoraMilton DeLugg OrchestraLyn Duddy Singers
Guest: Binnie Barnes. Milton DeLugg and the Milton DeLugg Orchestra ; Lyn Duddy and the Lyn Duddy Singers ; Dora Mirandy (Marilyn). Access to original items restricted.

Breakfast with Burrows (Radio program) July 18, 1949
*LTC 9178
Guest: Hildegarde. Milton DeLugg and the Milton DeLugg Orchestra ; Lyn Duddy and the Lyn Duddy Singers ; Dora Mirandy (Marilyn). Access to original items restricted.

Breakfast with Burrows (Radio program) September 16, 1949
*LTC 9179
Cantor, Eddie, 1892-1964Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMirandy, DoraMilton DeLugg Orchestra

Breakfast with Burrows (Radio program) September 23, 1949
*LTC 9179
Merman, EthelBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMirandy, DoraMilton DeLugg Orchestra

Breakfast with Burrows (Radio program) September 30, 1949
*LTC 9177
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMirandy, DoraFoster, PhilMirandy, DoraArden, ToniMilton DeLugg Orchestra
Milton DeLugg and the Milton DeLugg Orchestra ; Toni Arden, singer ; Dora Mirandy (Marilyn). Guest: Phil Foster. Access to original items restricted.

Breakfast with Burrows (Radio program) October 14, 1949
*LTC 9177
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, MiltonMirandy, DoraArden, ToniMilton DeLugg Orchestra
Milton DeLugg and the Milton DeLugg Orchestra ; Toni Arden, singer ; Dora Mirandy (Marilyn). Access to original items restricted.

Breakfast with Burrows (Radio program) October 28, 1949
*LTC 9176
Guest: Charlie Cantor. Milton DeLugg and the Milton DeLugg Orchestra ; Toni Arden, singer ; Dora Mirandy (Marilyn). Access to original items restricted.
Other radio shows

Burrows performs or is a guest on many of these shows.

Alphabetically by title of radio show.

**Bing Crosby Show (Radio program)** January 26, 1949
*LTC 9189* (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

I'm just sickPurple phantomBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985Crosby, Bing, 1903-1977Lee, Peggy
Bing Crosby, host ; Abe Burrows, guest, with Peggy Lee. Access to original items restricted.Contents: I'm just sick / Abe Burrows -- Purple phantom / Abe Burrows.

**Bing Crosby Show (Radio program)** February 23, 1949
*LTC 9190* (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Abe Burrows is a guest on Crosby's show with Peggy Lee. Access to original items restricted.Contents: Sweet memories / Abe Burrows -- Duke of Dittendorf / Abe Burrows.

**Bing Crosby Show (Radio program)** April 27, 1949
*LTC 9190* (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)


**Chase Hotel show (Radio program)** March 12, 1949
*LTC 9190* (3 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

EffieIn the back of a hackAnnie get your gun. They say it's wonderfulHayes, PeterLynde, PeterHealy, MaryGorney, JayBerlin, Irving, 1888-1989

**Command Performance. (Radio program)** July 8, 1947
*LTC 9189* (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Memory LaneGirl with the three blue eyesMarx, Groucho, 1890-1977Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985Groucho Marx, host ; Abe Burrows, guest. Access to original items restricted.Contents: Memory lane / Abe Burrows -- Girl with the three blue eyes / Abe Burrows.

**Eleanor Roosevelt program** December 27, 1950
*LTC 9199*
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985Roosevelt, Eleanor

NBC radio broadcast. Abe Burrows, guest. Access to original items restricted.

**Electric hour (Radio program)** August 31, 1947
*LTC 9189* (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)

Rock and The RoseGirl with the three blue eyesBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985Lee, PeggyHerman, Woody
Woody Herman and Peggy Lee, hosts ; Abe Burrows, guest. Access to original items restricted.Contents: Rock and the rose / Abe Burrows -- Girl with the three blue eyes / Abe Burrows.

**Henry Morgan show (Radio program)** September 10, 1947
*LDC 42526*, tracks 13-16 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)

Tokyo RosePansy In My GardenBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985Morgan, Henry, 1915-
Other radio shows (cont.)

**Herb Shriner Show (Radio program)** November 10, 1948
*LTC 9197*

Herb Shriner, 1918-1970 Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985 Scott, Raymond Raymond Scott Quintet
Herb Shriner, with the Raymond Scott Quintet ; Abe Burrows, guest. Access to original items restricted.

**Jack Smith show (Radio program)** May 19, 1948
*LTC 9189 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)*

Sea Chanty Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985 Smith, Jack, 1918?-
Jack Smith, host ; Abe Burrows, guest. Access to original items restricted. Contents: Sea chanty / Abe Burrows.

**Joan Davis Show (Radio program)**
*LDC 42531, tracks 7-8 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)*

Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985 Davis, Joan

“After-show” Access to original items restricted.

**Joan Davis Show (Radio program)**
*LJ-12 5548*
*LJ-12 5549 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)*

Davis, Joan Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985


**Joan Davis Show (Radio program)** May 1947
*LTC 9189*

Memory Lane Girl with the three blue eyes Waukeshaw Natural Bridge Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985 Davis, Joan

“Joan Davis preview - not broadcast.” Questionable date. Abe Burrows, guest. Contents: Memory lane / Abe Burrows -- Girl with the three blue eyes / Abe Burrows -- Waukeshaw natural bridge / Abe Burrows.

**Joan Davis Show (Radio program)** May 16, 1947
*LTC 9197*

Davis, Joan Silvers, Phil, 1911-1985 Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985 The Delta Rhythm Boys


**Let yourself go (Radio program)** November 4, 1948
*LTC 9189 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)*

Tokyo Rose Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985


**Mirth for moderns (Radio program)** December 22, 1949
*LTC 9190 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)*

Voice of the Army (Radio program) Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985 Delugg, Milton Blake, C. C. Milton Delugg Quartet

Abe Burrows, host, with Milton DeLugg, accordion, the Milton DeLugg Quartet and C.C. Blake. Broadcast as part of Voice of the Army, Dec. 22, 1949, 5-6 PM. Access to original items restricted.

**On the Century (Radio program)** 1947
*LTC 9189 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 10 in.)*

Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985 Elson, Bob

Bob Elson, host, interviews Abe Burrows. Access to original items restricted.

**Philip Morris Holiday Show (Radio program)** February 1, 1946
*LTC 9172*

Access to original items restricted.

**Philip Morris Holiday Show (Radio program)** February 8, 1946
*LTC 9172*

Access to original items restricted.
Other radio shows (cont.)

Philip Morris Holiday Show (Radio program) February 22, 1946
*LTC 9173
Access to original items restricted.

Philip Morris Holiday Show (Radio program) March 2, 1946
*LTC 9173
Access to original items restricted.

Philip Morris Holiday Show (Radio program) March 8, 1946
*LTC 9174
Access to original items restricted.

Philip Morris Holiday Show (Radio program) March 15, 1946
*LTC 9174
Access to original items restricted.

Philip Morris Holiday Show (Radio program) March 29, 1946
*LTC 9175
Access to original items restricted.

Philip Morris Holiday Show (Radio program) April 12, 1946
*LTC 9175
Access to original items restricted.

Stars for defense (Radio program) December 6, 1957
*LTC 9190 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
I'm just sickALopin' AlongGirl with the three blue eyesBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985DeLugg, Milton
Abe Burrows with Milton DeLugg. Program no. 67. Access to original items restricted.Contents: I'm just sick / Abe Burrows -- A / Abe Burrows -- Lopin' along / Abe Burrows -- Girl with the three blue eyes / Abe Burrows.

Treasury bandstand (Radio program)
*LDC 28828 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Boyd, JimmySinatra, Ray

Two for the show (Radio program) January 7, 1948
*LTC 9189 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
I'm not sick of youRock and The RoseBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985Barbour, Lyndall
Abe Burrows, guest, with Lyndell Barbour. Access to original items restricted.Contents: I'm not sick of you / Abe Burrows -- Rock and the rose / Abe Burrows.

Voice of the Army (Radio program)
*LTC 9199 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Abe Burrows show (Radio program)Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985Murray , Hugh KMilton DeLugg Quartet

Voice of the Army (Radio program)
*LTC 9199
I can hear it now (Radio program)Murrow, Edward R.
Program no. 441 "I can hear it now" with Edward R. Murrow. Murrow hosts a program of important news highlights caught on radio from 1933-1945. Sponsored by the U.S. Army & Air Force. Access to original items restricted.

We take your word (Radio program) January 26, 1951
*LDC 42531, tracks 1-6 (5 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)
Rerecorded 1/24/51. Access to original items restricted.
Television program appearances

Audio portion only.

Alphabetically by title of show.

At the movies (Television program)
*LDC 27372 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 1 7/8 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Caesar, Sid, 1922-2014
Meadows, Audrey
Carney, Art

Dinah Shore Show (Television program) 1959
*LDC 27371 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 1 7/8 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)

Open end (Television program) 1959
*LDC 27371
*LDC 27372
*LDC 27373 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 1 7/8 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
David Susskind Show (Television program) Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Morgan, Henry, 1915-
Susskind, David, 1920-1987
Russell, Anna
Smith, H. Alan
Lodner, John
Sack, John
Slezak, Walter, 1902-1983

PM East (Television program) October 25, 1961
*LTC 9200 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Wallace, Mike, 1918-2012
Feur, Cy
Martin, Ernie
Mead, Shepherd
Withers, Iva
Kaye, Stubby
Gable, Martin
Zolotow, Maurice
Mike Wallace interviews Abe Burrows, Cy Feur, Ernie Martin, Shepherd Mead, Iva Withers, Stubby Kaye, Maurice Zolotow and Martin Gabel about "How to succeed in business without really trying." Includes performances of Burrows' songs and songs from Guys and Dolls. Access to original items restricted.

Other Burrows material

Includes home recordings, recordings of Burrows' songs, and other recordings where Burrows performs or is speaker.

Abe Burrows oral history 1959
*LTC 9191
*LTC 9192
*LTC 9193
*LTC 9194
*LTC 9195
Columbia University oral history collection. Part IV. Radio pinoeers
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
"Abe Burrows interview." Columbia University oral history. Abe Burrows discusses his life and career in New York and Hollywood. Unidentified interviewer's voice is low on recording. Last few minutes of each cassette side is cut off.

Abe Burrows oral history. Excerpt
*LTC 9196
Bing Crosby show (Radio program) Abe Burrows oral history. Excerpt
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Crosby, Bing, 1903-1977
Includes a brief excerpt of Burrows talking with Bing Crosby on Crosby's radio show at the beginning of the tape. Contents: Bing Crosby Show (Radio program) -- Abe Burrows oral history. Excerpt.
Abe Burrows songs
*LDC 42526, tracks 1-2 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Stationary type song
I'm not sick of you
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Access to original items restricted.
Contents: Stationary type song / Abe Burrows -- I'm not sick of you / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows songs
*LDC 42526, tracks 4-5 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Tokyo Rose
Ron, ron, ron
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Access to original items restricted.
Contents: Tokyo Rose / Abe Burrows -- Ron, ron, ron / Abe Burrows.

Abe Burrows songs
*LDC 42526, tracks 10-12 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Waukeshaw Natural Bridge
Pansy In My Garden
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Access to original items restricted.
Contents: Waukeshaw natural bridge / Abe Burrows -- Pansy in my garden / Abe Burrows.

Heinz the huntsman / Abe Burrows
May 3, 1948
*LDC 42526, tracks 17-18 (1 sound disc : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
Access to original items restricted.

Home recording
*LDC 27375 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
"Jimmy piano"--Container. "JB plays 'Moonlight Sonata' and misc. AB sings 'Ain't necessarily so' and others. Phil Silvers (sings?) aria"--Inventory list. Track listing for CD service copy on file. Preservation copy in: *LT-10 12318. Access to original items restricted.

Home recording
*LDC 27376 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)

Home recording 195-
*LDC 27375
*LDC 27377 (2 sound tape reels : analog, mono.)

Home recording 1953
*LDC 27377 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, paper-based, mono. ; 5 in.)
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
"Current work" Burrows, solo piano. Includes radio broadcasts of excerpts of classical music.

Home recording 1962
*LDC 27376 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 3 in.)
Burrows, Carin
Other Burrows material (cont.)

Home recording December 19, 1950
*LDC 27375
*LDC 27377 (2 sound tape reels : analog, acetate-based, mono.)
"Santa Claus in front of Macy's"--Container. Track listing for CD service copy on file. [2 copies]
Preservation copy in: "LT-10 12318, "LT-10 12319. Access to original items restricted.

Home recording December 18, 1951
*LDC 27377 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, paper-based, mono. ; 5 in.)
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985

Home recording January 6, 1954
*LDC 28828 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985

Lopin' along / Abe Burrows
*LDC 42526, tracks 19-20 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)
Access to original items restricted.

Metropolitan Life Insurance training record September 1962
*LTC 9200
*LZR 7727
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
"How to succeed in the life insurance business by trying." Abe Burrows performs to train Met Life employees. On side B of cassette, after the conclusion of PM East.

Miscellaneous
*LTC 7771 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 15 ips ; 7 in.)
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Trevor, Claire, 1909-2000
Zolotow, Maurice
"Current work"--Container. "AB, CB, Claire Trevor, Maurice Zolotow, songs, spoof on Kinsey report"--Inventory list.

Russel Crouse memorial May 26, 1966
*LDC 28827 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Lindsay, Dorothy Stickney
Kanin, Garson, 1912-1999
Connelly, Marc, 1890-1980
Brown, John Mason, 1900-1969
Merman, Ethel
Wright, Teresa, 1918-2005
Kingsley, Sidney, 1906-1995
Crouse, Russel
Recorded at the Broadhurst Theatre, New York City. Speakers: Abe Burrows, chairman ; Dorothy Stickney Lindsay ; Garson Kanin ; Marc Connelly ; John Mason Brown ; Ethel Merman ; Teresa Wright ; Sidney Kingsley. Track listing on file. Preservation copy in: "LT-10 9771, "LT-10 12369. Access to original items restricted.

Salute to ASCAP May 1, 1966
*LZR 7722
*LZR 7723
*LZR 7724
*LZR 7725
*LZR 7726
Cue Magazine
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Coleman, Cy
Cassidy, Jack
Henderson, Ray
Uggams, Leslie
Van Heusen, Jimmy
Cahn, Sammy
Diener, Joan
Schwartz, Arthur, 1900-1984
Carmichael, Hoagy, 1899-1981
Shore, Dinah, 1917-1994
Stevens, Roger
Lewis, Emory
Adams, Stanley
Bennett, Tony, 1926-Lane, Burton
Styne, Jule
Desmond, Johnny
Warren, Harry, 1893-1981
McHugh, Jimmy, 1894-1969
MacRae, Sheila
Arlen, Harold, 1905-1986
Musicals

Recordings of excerpts from musicals in which Burrows wrote the book or was somehow involved.

Can-can. Selections / Cole Porter
*LDC 42526, tracks 21-22 (1 sound disc : analog, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
C'est magnifiqueAllez vous e'n
Access to original items restricted.Contents: C'est magnifique -- Allez vous e'n.

Can-can. Selections / Cole Porter
*LDC 42530, tracks 1-15 (2 sound discs : analog, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)
Can-can. I love ParisCan-can. LawMont martWho said gay pareeNever give anything awayC'est magnifiqueWhat a fair thing is a woman! Am In LoveHer heart is in her workWe are maidensCan canLive and Let LivePorter, Cole, 1891-1964
Access to original items restricted.Contents: Can-can. I love Paris / Cole Porter -- Mont mart -- Can-can. Law / Cole Porter -- Who said gay paree -- Never give anything away -- C'est magnifique -- What a fair thing is a woman -- I am in love -- Her heart is in her work -- We are maidens -- Can can -- Live and let live.

How to succeed in business without really trying / Frank Loesser February 1971
*LTC 9205
*LTC 9206 (2 sound cassettes : analog.)
Burrows, Abe, 1910-1985

Jacobowsky
*LTC 9202
*LTC 9203 (2 sound cassettes : analog.)
Here is to youI'll be smiling at youMotherlandIs this a man?Look at my loveHow clever you areLess & lessTwo possibilitiesIf I were a womanYou would make some girlWe - theyYou I loveThis is how it isWatchdogPiano player's songLove isA person is a personYou sirDid you really thinkBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Unpublished musical by Abe Burrows. "Frank Music Corp., 119 W. 57 St."Contents: Here is to you -- I'll be smiling at you -- Motherland -- Is this a man? -- Look at my love -- How clever you are -- Less & less -- Two possibilities -- If I were a woman -- You would make some girl -- We - they -- You I love -- This is how it is -- Watchdog -- Piano player's song -- Love is -- A person is a person -- You sir -- Did you really think.

Jacobowsky. Selections
*LTC 9204 (1 sound cassette : analog.)
Here is to youLisaBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Two selections from an unpublished musical by Abe Burrows. Take 4 of "Here's to you" ; take 3 of "Lisa."Contents: Here is to you -- Lisa.

Poilu
*LTC 9208
Song from an unproduced musical?, performed with piano. Demo tape.

Tango Mogador. Excerpts
*LTC 9201 (1 sound cassette : analog.)
Tango MogadorPerfectLa legionSeven o'clockWhore's MassThink of your fatherUlrich's love songMe of all peopleMilitary ManThinking of herBurrows, Abe, 1910-1985
Excerpts of an unproduced musical by Abe Burrows.Contents: Tango mogador -- Perfect -- La legion -- Seven o'clock -- Whore's Mass -- Think of your father -- Ulrich's love song -- Me of all people -- Military man -- Thinking of her.
Musicals (cont.)

Three wishes for Jamie. Selections / Ralph Blane
*LDC 42527 (3 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)
We're for love -- I'll sing you a song -- Tale of the three witches -- Girl that I court in my mind -- Hayride -- My heart's darlin' -- Maybe is a woman's word -- Ti a wonderful thing in nature -- Woman's work -- Sure and it's great to be home -- Trottin' to the fair -- April face.
Access to original items restricted. Contents: We're for love -- I'll sing you a song -- Tale of the three witches -- Girl that I court in my mind -- Hayride -- My heart's darlin' -- Maybe is a woman's word -- Ti a wonderful thing in nature -- Woman's work -- Sure and it's great to be home -- Trottin' to the fair -- April face.

Miscellaneous

ASCAP seminar on the musical theater October 21, 1962
*LDC 42529 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)
"WNYC" Access to original items restricted.

Cole Porter recordings
*LT-10 9772
Never give anything away -- C'est magnifique -- What a fair thing is a woman -- Love Paris -- Montmartre -- The law -- Who said gay paree -- I am in love -- Her heart is in her work -- We are maidens -- Can can -- I do -- Live and let live.
Private recordings of Cole Porter performing his songs. Contents: Never give anything away -- C'est magnifique -- What a fair thing is a woman -- Love Paris -- Montmartre -- The law -- Who said gay paree -- I am in love -- Her heart is in her work -- We are maidens -- Can can -- I do -- Live and let live.

French story. Normans
*LDC 27374 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 1 7/8 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)

Miscellaneous songs
*LDC 42530, tracks 16-17 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 10 in.)
Just a moment ago -- Old enough to know better
Access to original items restricted. Contents: Just a moment ago -- Old enough to know better [sic].

Miscellaneous
*LDC 27376 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 5 in.)
Burke, George
*AB on Jack Parr, 6/22/61* written inside container, but tape appears to be an unsolicited recording sent to Abe Burrows by George Burke from Cranston, RI. Track listing for CD service copy on file. Preservation copy in: *LT-10 12320. Access to original items restricted.

Miscellaneous
*LDC 27376 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)

Miscellaneous
*LDC 28828 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Hayes, Peter Lynde
"Old master tape"--Container. *Peter Lind Hayes (signed?), various routines w/ Mary Hayes and others"--Inventory list. Track listing on file. Preservation copy in: *LT-10 12368. Access to original items restricted.

Secret file USA
*LDC 27374 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 1 7/8 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Alda, Robert
Miscellaneous (cont.)

**Songs for children / Kay Swift**
*LDC 42526, tracks 23-31 (2 sound discs : analog, 78 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 12 in.)*

Reaching for the Brass Ring
Sleepy song
Bath time
Smiling Betsy
John Likes it When the Wind Blows
My Teeny Restaurant
Ridin’ his bike
Upside down
I’ve Got a Horse

Carlyle, Louise
Sung by Louise Carlyle. Access to original items restricted.

**Contents:** Reaching for the brass ring -- Sleepy song -- Bath time -- Smiling Betsy -- John likes it when the wind blows -- My teeny restaurant -- Ridin’ his bike -- Upside down -- I’ve got a horse.

**Songs. Selections / Robert Emmett Dolan**
*LDC 42528 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 12 in.)*

Access to original items restricted.